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Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) Asset Finance Variant – Launched October 2017 

The British Business Bank, the UK’s national economic development bank, has added an Asset Finance Variant to its 

successful Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) programme. 

The original EFG programme just facilitated business loans to viable businesses, who are unable to obtain finance 

from their lender, due to having insufficient security or track record to meet the lender’s normal requirements. 

The Asset Finance Variant EFG provides lenders utilising Hire Purchase or Lease agreements with a government-

backed guarantee, of up to 75% of the outstanding facility balance, potentially enabling a ‘no’ credit decision to 

become a ‘yes’.  

Since its launch in 2009, EFG has supported the provision of close to 28,000 business loans to a value of over £2.9bn 

(as at end of June 2017). The new Asset Finance variant of the EFG programme now enables an even wider range of 

smaller businesses to qualify for financial help to invest and grow their activities. 

What can the EFG Asset Finance variant scheme be used for? 

• To finance a wide range of business assets including their installation or build costs. 
• Standard business customers acquiring Hard or Soft assets, the values of which offer insufficient security 

throughout the whole of the finance contract. 
• Structured deals, where personal guarantees are required to support the transaction but unavailable, or a 

deposit is required, but again not available. 
• Credit hungry customers where existing credit lines are full, for example hire companies with high gearing. 
• Renewables - Solar, Wind or Biomass projects which offer insufficient asset security. 
• Young businesses, typically less than 2 years old with their 1st set of accounts or new starts with a viable 

business plan, contracts etc. 
• Deal size- Minimum £50k to Maximum £1.2m, with repayment terms between 2 to 7 years. 
 

The scheme encourages funders to look at deals where the asset being acquired has uncertain or insufficient value, 

relative to the finance amount or term being sought. There are some restrictions to sector and asset type, for 

example agriculture, cars subject to personal taxation and road freight. The scheme also applies where the 

underlying borrower appears to be able to service the amount requested, but under usual conditions may not be 

advanced the full amount requested, or may be a new or young business.  

How does it work? 

The funder will assess the asset risk for each potential EFG backed transaction and request a guarantee of between 

10% and 100% of the asset gap. The customer will pay a small monthly or quarterly fee on this guaranteed amount, 

in addition to the standard finance repayments.  

Examples of the Asset Finance Variant EFG Scheme include: 

An engineering company, trading for 18 months, needs to acquire an asset costing £90,000 for their business to fulfil 

a new contract. The asset offers insufficient security throughout the life of the contract due to the bespoke nature of 

the item. Utilising a 75% EFG guarantee enables the transaction to be agreed over a 5 year term with a 10% initial 

deposit. 

An established business operating a number of coffee shops wishes to purchase 12 new coffee machines at a cost of 

£50,000 + Vat. Although the business is viable, the assets offer limited security to the funder, and the business 

owner, a non home owner, has insufficient assets to support the personal guarantee requested by the funder. Again 

by utilising the Asset Finance EFG scheme the funding was successfully transacted with a 10% + full vat deposit, 

repaid over a 5 year term, at prime interest rates. 


